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Briefly describe the nature and focus of your Fund for Teachers Fellowship experience.
We travelled to Greece and Turkey in order to enhance student learning by helping them make connections between math, art, other subjects, and their own community and
experiences.

2.

How does that experience relate to your teaching assignment?
One team member teaches art and will use the new knowledge and materials to develop lessons about ancient and Islamic cultures. The other member teaches
geometry and needs hands-on materials to help students grasp geometric concepts.This

will help students have a better understanding of how math principles were

developed by seeing the practical applications.

3.

What student academic goals might your experience help to address?
For art, students must demonstrate knowledge of how culture (beliefs, lifestyle, geography, etc.) influence the arts of any period in history, and how that has
influenced society today.
In math, students must understand and apply concepts of symmetry, scaling, proportion (including the Golden Mean), and the Pythagorean Theorem.

4.

What needs, issues, or interests in your local community might your experience help to address?
One positive offshoot of this project will be the opportunity for students to connect with the community by working with members of the local historical
society to document and map local architecture that has historic significance. Students will use their archives to research the background of the buildings they choose. It

will also provide opportunities for community members to explore the culture, history, and geography of Turkey and Greece. This will help both the students and
community members to understand the connection between ancient culture and our own.
Students will also be exposed to pictures, video, and discussions about another part of the world, which is very important due to our lack of diversity and
economic stature.
The hands-on materials and lessons will help provide examples to make abstract mathematical concepts more concrete.

5.

Drawing upon your fellowship experience, list three student project ideas that might simultaneously address one or more student academic goals and community needs,
issues, or interests.
Project

Lead Person

Email Address

reate web pages relating local architecture to Greek architecture.

Darcy Pray

It;R nrn

Use Pythagorean Theorem and concepts of proportion to analyze

IMerit Bean

·0

ncient architecture and com are to local architecture.
reate tile patterns based on Islamic designs in math class and

iSally Bean

make the tiles in art class to pave a patio area at school.

IMerit Bean

·~~t;R

nrn

nrn

;R nrn

e are planning to integrate the first two project ideas and have the students work on them in both their math and art classes.
e will introduce the unit by using Google Maps to look at the region and geography. Then we will show pictures from our trip of the geography
nd
discuss the lifestyle and culture; we will emphasize how the geography influenced the lifestyle of the people.
~
In Art class, the students will continue by doing more background
research. I will have them work in groups and each group will choose a topic,
such as government,
religion, the art, geography, or lifestyle. They will find information
about their topic and present their information
to the
rest of the class.
In math class, they will see pictures of Greek architecture
and they will learn about the characteristic
features. Then they will be assigned to go
lout in their own community
and find buildings which exhibit Greek features, and take digital pictures to share with the class. We will look at
heir pictures and compare them to ancient Greek architecture,
and discuss why certain types of structures (such as schools and state buildings)
might exhibit those features. Then the students will use the photos they have taken as well as those of ancient Greek buildings to explore the
concepts of proportion
and scaling factors, and apply the Pythagorean Theorem to determine the altitudes of the triangular gable ends. We will
discuss the similarities
and differences between local architecture
and that of ancient Greece. We will also explore the concept of the Golden
Mean (ratio) and examine its application to local and ancient Greek architecture.
he art students will coordinate with members of the local historical society to learn more about some of the local buildings chosen, and will
create web pages that illustrate the buildings and discuss the similarities and differences. These web pages will be posted so that they are
[
ccessible to others in our school as well as interested members in the community.
We may try to also coordinate a time for students to present
heir work to members of the historical society.

roject Objectives:
or art, students will understand how Greek architecture reflects their culture; what are the characteristic features and why did they design their buildings that way?
ow has that influenced our architecture and why?
~ or math, students will be able to determine if a building from their community has been influenced by Greek architecture; they will demonstrate their ability to
measure, calculate, and apply the concepts of scaling and proportion, as well as the Pythagorean Theorem.
\All students will use higher order thinking skills to compare and contrast ancient and local architecture.

sential
Question: What is the theme of your project that will guide the work of students and community partners?
y does American culture reflect that of the ancient Greeks? What can we learn from their society?
~ at concepts of proportion influenced their work? Why was this important?

lLearning Outcomes:

What will students know and be able to do as a result of the project? IStandards Addressed:

For Art:
I. Students will understand how Greek culture is reflected in their art; what factors
religion, geography, lifestyle) influenced their art and how?

ror Art:
I. From the Maine Learning Results, Standard B2: Compare and contrast
characteristics of the arts within a particular historical period with concepts about
the period from other content areas.

~. Students will be able to compare and contrast arts from different periods and cultures,
~md recognize important characteristics.
Wor Math:
I. Students will be able to measure and compare planar figures.

(Learning Results or Benchmarks)

Wor Math:
~,

11. From

the Maine Learning Results, Standard 2A.I: Similarity of planar figures.

~. Standard ID.5: Solving geometric problems; Pythagorean Theorem.
~. Students will be able to compare characteristics of figures.

r

Final Project Assessment; How will students demonstrate what they know and are able tolwhat major activities will get students to\I..fow will you assess these activities?
o?
~he final assessment?
he web pages will include information which will demonstrate students' knowledge of
reek culture, art and architecture as well as their ability to make comparisons between
IWorking in groups to do background
iAssess oral presentations using a rubric.
~esearch.
~ reek and contemporary architecture.
[They will include a diagram indicating measurements, angles, and proportions to
rraking measurements and doing
klemonstrate their math skills.
IStudents will create scale drawings of the
~aJculations to compare buildings.
shapes and measurements they take from
he photographs and the teacher will
check them for accuracy.
Creating web pages and performing
omparisons.

1H0w are students involved in the planning and
limplementation of the project?

web pages will be assessed using the
choolwide presentation rubric in
onjunction with a rubric assessing
~necific content.
iwhat technology tools will enhance learning?

iwhat specific Literacy Strategies will the project

address?

IStudents will choose a topic for background research.

ptudents will improve their research skills by working
. pairs/groups and using GIST strategies to summarize
Students will choose which buildings in their community they hat they have read.
Iwant to document.
-'

oogle Earth to reinforce knowledge of geography.
se of a Smartboard to project images and perform
ath functions like measuring and comparing angles.
se of web pages to communicate findings.

1Pr0ject Timeline (attach a detailed Timeline to Planning Guide)
t
!we plan to start this project soon after the start of the second quarter (around Oct. 14th). It will take one period to do the introduction, one or two for the students to
do background research, and then one period to present what they have learned so far. After they have taken their pictures, they will use math classes to perform
Imeasurements and calculations, and use art class to do further research (with the help of local historical society archives) about the local buildings chosen; this will
ake 2 class periods at least. Then they will create the web pages; I will provide one period of instruction/ work time and then another period for questions and final
!work on the web pages. The last class will be used to share presentations and celebrate their work with some Greek cuisine!
IHow will you document and celebrate the project? We will have presentation days where students will share their web pages; we will share traditional Greek food to
make it a more memorable event. We also hope to present our work to the local historical society (or other community groups with and interest in travel).

iBudget for the Project: we will be using digital equipment

and basic tools that we already have, so no further

budget is required.

